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APPENDIX Brief History Of Redevelopment
Negotiations ,

1959 Planning application submitted by private
developers to build a 24 storey block on the
site between Tolmers S uare and Euston Rd.q
(eventually shelved)

1960 Another planning application submitted for
a similar scheme. (also shelved)

1961 LCC start considering including the area in a
comprehensive development area.

1962 Stock Conversion and Investment Trust star-
ted buying up property in the Tolmers Sq.

- area. At this time land was worth only £50,
000 per acre.

1963 Planning blight sets in: An owner occupier is
advised by the Council’s (St. Pancras) archi-
tects department ‘not to make any expensrve
decorating or repairs -- just normal upkeep’
as demolition is imminent. (Owner occupier’s
diary)-

I968 Camden Council issued a compulsory purch-
ase order on some of the property in the area.
Owing to ‘financial aspects’ none of thrs pro-
perty belonged to Stock Conversion.

1970 The Minister of Housing and Local govern-
ment turned down the compulsory purchase
order principally because of the excessive
cost of the land, at that time considered to
be in the region of £300,000 per acre. The
minister was not prepared to pay more than
£200,000 per acre. The increase 1n land val-
ues was of,course largely the result of Stock
Conversion’s activities. Smaller speculators
and landowners, realising what was happen-
ing, revalued their property upwards, so con-
tributing tb the general inflationary situation
in land prices.

1971 Stock Conversion proposed a deal to the
Council for a joint redevelopment scheme.

THE LEVY DEAL

‘The company was to retain one acre of the site on
which it was to build 250,000 square feet gross of
office space and 120,000 square feet of industrial
space; the remainder of the site was to be turned over
to the Council to build housing. As part of the bargain
the Council would support an application for an offrce
development permit — despite a plot ratio of 8 1 l -
and obtain compulsory purchase orders on any part of
the site not owned either byStock Conversion or the
Council.’ (ClS Report). In addition to subsidised hou-
sing land, the Council was to be given a share in the
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commercial profits. However, the end result was that
Stock Conversion stood to make £20 million profit,
whereas Camden’ssubsidy was £31/6 million.

Camden’s officers were asked to commence nego-
tiations with Stock Conversion.

1973
Jan. The Council, considered that the Levy deal

was ‘the ofilysv-sway in which the Council will
obtain the planning objective of comprehen-
sive development providing a satisfactory
housing content.....and at the same time,
ensure that the land can be acquired at a cost
acceptable to the Department of the Environ-
ment’ (Council Minutes I 0 January 1 9 73).
The Council therefore approved the heads of
agreement, and started issuing compulsory
purchase orders.

July. Claudius Properties proposed a deal to Cam-
den Council. They offered to do exactly the
same as Levy except that being a non-profit
making company, all the profits from the
scheme would be ploughed back into the
community.
--(The Tolmers Cinema was demolished)

Aug. The Tolmers Village Association was formed
by local people to represent their interests.

Sept. The Council’s Committe Planning and Res-
ources Committee (now in charge of Tolmers
Square development) recommended that the

c Council should go ahead with the Levy Deal.
They rejected the Claudius proposal on the
grounds that the ‘Secretary of State would
be most unlikely to confirm a compulsory
purchase order to enable the Council to
carry out the proposals.’

Stock Conversion were by this time the
major landowners with a total of 4.96 acres,
and the Claudius proposal was dependent on
the compulsory purchase of their property.
Land was now costing between £600,000
and £1,000,000 per acre.

The ‘Stop The Levy Deal Campaign’ was
launched by several Camden tenants’ groups
to persuade the Council to change its mind
on the grounds that:

‘ CAMDEN will sacrifice the chance of hou-
sing twice as many people with the money
from Tolmers Square.

CAMDEN will sacrifice the chance of
proving that the profits of commercial dev-
elopment can be kept for the community.

CAMDEN will sacrifice the chance of
proving that the ppwer of the big developers
can be challenged. (Stop The Levy Deal Leafl
let). 8,000 signatures were obtained.

Oct. The full council turned down both deals
pending investigation of other alternatives.

Nov. Occupied house in Hampstead Road collapses
1'
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1974
April Compulsory purchase orders are issued but

again not on any of the property owned by
Stock Conversion. Instead, the Council asks
their officers to prepare a report on the ‘imp-
lications of acquisition by compulsory pow-
ers of further housing and other properties j
in the area.’
(Council Minutes -— 24 April 1974).
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This report shows what a large property developer has
done to a small area in the centre of London. Its pur-
pose is:

l. To stimulate immediate action in Tolmers Square
2. To persuade Councils, Governments and ordinary

people to take action to prevent anything similar
happening again. 1- I

The financial operations of property companies have
been exposed in other publications. Here we concen-
trate on the effect of one property company — Stock
Conversion and Investment Trust on a community. __

What follows is not only a moral condemnation of
those people who run Stock Conversion and their ass-
ociated companies. It is also an incrimination of a sys-
tem which allows these people to operate in the way
they do.

The Tolmers Square development area lies due wcst
of Euston Station. It consists of decaying Georgian
terraces, shops, workshops, warehouses, Indian rest-
aurants, cafes and pubs. In this report we are primarily
concerned with the property owned by Stock Conver-
sion and Investment Trust, as shown on the next page.

Layout: Barry Shaw, Suzi Nelson, Penny Reel.
(ft others.
Typesetting: Penny Reel

Cover Photograph: Martin Slavin
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Stock Conversion have been buying property in the
Tolmers Square area since 1962, using several subsidi-
ary companies as agents, to allay suspicion. I

They have now amassed approximately 5 acres.
What follows are extracts from notes kept by one
owner occupier at No. . Tolmers Square.
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“IS March 1968 Received first letter _ _
from an agent saying clients interested in acquiring
No. .. Tolmers Square.”
“I made one phone call to Agent...to say that I
cannot do anythinguntil my husband returns from
abroad.”

“2 April 1968 ' Second letter from
Agent asking if I have made a decision.’ (letter
ignored) C - C r I it I

“16 May 1968 1 Third letter from Agent
asking if lam now ready to discuss sale.” (letter
ignored) _ a L

“.25 February 1969- I Agent phoned to ask if 2
any decision forthcoming as clients were going to
have a big meeting in the Haymarket office (obvi-»
ous now that it is J. Levy)”
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“28 February 1969 1 rang Agent who con-
firmed that J. Levy is their client - they expect to
start a development on the triangle of Euston Rd./
Hampstead Rd./North Gower St, which includes
Tolmers Square, in 2 yearstime.”

“l 2 March 1969 First offer received
from Agent -— £3,000. (Ignored)”

“27 March 1969 Letter received from
Agent asking for a reply to above offer — clients
prepared to increase offer. (Ignored)”

“15 May 1969 Further letter from
Agent asking what are my terms?”

21 May 1969 I finally wrote to Agent
saying not interested as offer does not represent
market value of house and not sufficient to buy a
comparable house. Told them to come back when
plans accepted by competent Authority.”

“20 June 1969 Agent replied to above
saying clients prepared to allow me to remain in
the house (at a rental) for a couple of years. What
price would I accept? (Ignored)

November 1970 Land costs now estim-
ated at £375,000 per acre. At this figure land on
which my house stands is worth £10,000.

“3 December 1970 Agent rang to say clients
now prepared to offer morethan previously
(£3,000) — would pay in excessof £5,000 if vacant
possession given. I told them my position is same
as 2 years ago and am not interested...
This approach coincided with an article in local
press that Housing Minister told Camden to look
elsewhere for cheaper land.”

“l7 August 1973 Agent wrote to say
clients now very interested to purchase my house
and wish to discuss price. (Letter ignored).”

“30 January 1973 Draft CPO notice rec-
eived...”

These extracts show the methods used by Stock Con
version to purchase the land. There is nothing illegal
about it, but it depends for its success on the owners
being unaware of the plans for the area, and thus the
true value of the land.

The above owners were not to be bullied. Not for
financial reasons, but simply because they do not
want to move - they like it in Tolmers Square.
Other owners were not so smart and gave in after per
sistent approaches from agents. They invariably sold
for sums far below the true market value. Five houses
in Tolmers Square were sold for £3,500 each in 1.969.
Even then the land value alone of each house was
£10,000. Now it is approaching £30,000.
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Our area will never be the same again and we would
not want it to be What we would like is to bring back
the varied hfe and busthng activity of the community
as it was before political and financial speculation
stepped in to lower the quality of life and cause thehouses to fa“ to rack and mm TWO HOUSES IN TOLMERS SQUARE: Guess which house is owned by Stock Conversion‘?
(Sheenagh Goodmgham ~ Tolmers News No 4)
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iiThe neighbours warm and friendly As members will be aware, the area is run down

The shops were bright and gay and T1139 fm redevelopment-H
Until plans were developed
To change their lives one day
(extract from a poem by Margarita Westo a local
resident)

(Camden Council Minutes 10 Jan 1973).

That the area is now run down is evident to ever -Yone.W hether is is ripe for re-development is open to
debate.W hat is seldom asked is why the area is run
down. On closer inspection it appears that the area is
run down mainly as a result of the activities of Stock
Conversion who seem to have a deliberate policy of
creating neglect and decay.
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No obvious cases of winkling have come to light
Fortunately all the remaining tenants are on controlled
and unfurnished tenancies.

Stock Conversion’s methods are more subtle; they
simply do the minimum of repairs, and do those badly,
until the tenants are so fed up that they can’t wait to
get out.

7' CASE l.
Ms. E lives-on the top floor. For 3 years her roof
leaked so badly that she had to have a dustbin in her
room to collect the water. She constantly complained
and every few months Levy’s builders came around
and re-plastered the ceiling; a completely pointless ex-
ercise since it came down again the next time it rained.
In fact, what was needed was a new gutter, and when
the TVA complained about the situation, a new gutter
was fitted within a few weeks.

CASE 2
Mr and Ms. C have lived in North Gower Street for 35
years. They have two rooms on the first floor. They
have no bath. They have cracks in the front wall thro-
ugh which you can see daylight. There is damp on the
kitchen ceiling. Ms; C used to keep flowers on the
balcony but has given it up as she is frightened to walk
on the balcony.jn case it collapses. They have comp-
lained to Levy’s but the builders say they cannot spend
more than £5 or “the boss would kill me.”
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CASE 3
Ms. D one day found that her front door bell was no
longer working, so she phoned Levy’s who sent a man
with a van up from South London. The old bell was
rusty and obsolete, yet the electrician twisted the
wires together and got it to work. He said lie was un-
able to put in a new bell as it would cost more than £5
Needless to say, the bell broke down again a few days
later.

This £5 ceiling for repairs has been mentioned by
several other people, and shows an extraordinary men-
tality on the part of a property company whose net
tangible assets in 1973 were over £62 million, and
whose total profits for 1972/73 were over £5 million.

Not a penny is spent on painting or maintaining the
exteriors.

The balconies inTolmers Square are a symbolic ex-
ample.

These balconies are structurally very strong with steel
bars protruding from the front wall of the house. But
if they are not painted, the weather penetrates the
plaster facing which then cracks and drops off, so giv-
ing the balcony the appearance of imminent collapse.

If left in this state for long, the weather erodes the
brick pillars until they become unsafe. But at this point
instead of replastering and painting, Levy’s builders
merely kCnock down the balcony altogether, leaving an
ugly scar. There is little objection from the residents,
as by this time they are terrified that every time they
walk in and out of their front door it is going to coll-
apse, and are easily persuaded (wrongly) that the bal-
conies are structurally unsound.

The first balcony was taken down in 1969, and
now only 8 of the original 15 are left standing.
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CASE 4

Mr. and Ms. A live in Hampstead Road with their two §
children and Ms. A’s mother. They are Greek and can-
not speak English. They live on the first andsecond
floors for which they pay £20 per month. The third
floor has been em ty since 1960 andjis presently occP ' .
upied by an assortment of buckets and baths to collect
the water which comes through the roof and subsequ
ently to their flat. The basement and ground floors
have been empty since 1948 and are frequented only
by rats. A musty smell emanates from these floors
and pervades the whole house. Many of the walls are
damp and peeling, and in the toilet it is only several
thicknesses of lino which prevents one from falling
through the rotten floor. There is no bath.

“Someone came round from Stock Conversion
three months ago, but they said they were not inter-
ested in doing repairs because the buildings would be
coming down. They didn’t say it like that, they used
big posh words that we’re not used to.” explained
Ms. A’s son-in-law, who was acting as interpreter.

According to a local newspaper report (Camden
Journal 7/6/ 1974), a spokesman from v’ I. E.& J.
Levy said “Nobody from here has examined the
house at all.”‘He suggested that the men who called
on the family were “probably bogus and from one of
these local associations which set themselves up as do-
gooders.” “If you are talking about the top floor, the
family doesn’t have the top floor as part of their ten-
ancy, so it is no concern to them.” he added.’
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buckets and baths to prevent the rain water in the top room.
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As soon as any property is vacated, either because the
occupants move away or die, it is boarded up and left
empty.
At present Stock Conversion own 67 houses. Of these,
14 are completely empty, or occupied by squatters,
31 are partially empty.

Altogether, 242 habitable rooms
are empty, which represents 39%
of their housing stock.

They also own approximately 98,000 sq. ft. of
commercial space, of which 28,000 sq. ft. is empty;
comprising 8 shops, 1 bank, workshops, storage and

~.....- offices.
Over 2/3 of an acre of their land is vacant or being

used for temporary car parking.

Some houses in the area have been empty for over 8
years. This is totally absurd when in 1971 the number
of ‘officially’ homeless in Greater London was more
than 13,000.
(Shelter Paper 4 I 972)

Georgian house empty in North Gower Street

POPULATION DECLINE
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1953

1955

1960

1965

1968

1972

1974 173 + 39 squatters

These figures taken from the electoral roll show the
decline in population in properties now owned by
Stock Conversion.
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The E is an Indian restaurant in Hampstead Road run
by Nepalese people. They obtained a lease from D.E.
& J. Levy for the ground floor and basement. As the
rest of the house was vacant, the staff of the restaurant
moved upstairs, and spent a considerable amount of
money in doing it up. When Levy’s found out, they
asked them to leave immediately. The manager tried
to persuade Levy’s to rent the upper floors, but with-
out success. He was told that because the roof was in
bad condition (although it did not leak), and because
the house did not have an inside toilet (like many of
the houses in the area, the bat-hroom and toilet are in
the back yard), it was not possible.

The staff now have to commute to Finchley by
taxi every night after they close the restaurant at 1 am
to get a few hours sleep before being back at 9 am, to
start work. I

The house upstairs remains empty.

CASE 6

In 1972, Ms. F, unable to find anywhere to live, was
staying with a friend in North Gower Street. She not-
iced that one of the flats in the house was empty, so-
she rang D. E. & J. Levy, the agents of the block, and
asked if she could rent the flat. At first they fobbed
her off by ‘denying the existence of the block.’ But
after further phone calls and persistence, they did
admit that one of the flats was vacant but ‘the block
is coming down and it’s not worth re-letting.’

However, they were kind enough to offer her an-
other flat with a 3 year lease for £2,500 and £25 per
week rent. Unfortunately, she had to decline the offer.
Two years later, still being without a flat, she decided
to occupy it without permission and squat.
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With so many houses empty, it was inevitable that
squatters would move in eventually, despite Stock
Conversion’s efforts at making the houses totally un-
inhabitable.

The first Stock Conversion house was occupied in
September 1973, when 8 people moved into No. 12
Tolmers Square. The House had been empty for 18
months. The ground floor and basement were bricked
up, the roof was leaking, windows were smashed and
the toilets dismantled. Water and gas had been dug up
in the road, and all the water pipes in the house had
been ripped out. Electrical wiring and fittings had
also been taken. The house had been used by dossers
and cats and was piled high with rubbish and cats’
shit.

Two months later, at a cost of roughly £100, and
a great deal of labour, this house was providing a home
for eight people, each with a room of their own, plus
a shared livin room, kitchenfdining room, and toilet.g .
All the services had been re-connected, windows un-
bricked and repaired, and the roof repaired.

Since September, 8 other houses have been occup-
ied and restored. They are now housing 39 people.
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CASE 5 As soon as a building is left empty it starts to decay;leaks in the roof go undetected, windows are smashed
and left broken, pipes are ripped out for their metal
content, and vermin breed.
Several houses have had their roofs deliberately des-
troyed, the tiles having been taken off and stacked up
neatly; probably by lead thieves.

With water running constantly through the house,
ceilings collapse, rot sets in, and decay is guaranteed.

This is the inevitable consequence of leaving houses
empty and can only be construed as a deliberate policy

ENTER THE SQUATTERS ii to cause neglect and decay.

Tiles removed from the roof of '1 house in Hampstead Road. Martin Slavtn

Leaving houses empty and derelict does not merely
affect those people who might otherwise have been
living in them. It affects the whole community. Empty
houses attract vanadalism, dossers, damp and rats.
Shopkeepers suffer because trade windles. Residents
suffer if shops have to close down.

In once case, an inhabitated house in Hampstead
Road suffers permanent damp because the house next
door has had its roof removed.

An empty shop in Drummond Street was nick-
named ‘the pet shop’ because people could watch rats
playing behind the glass. Eventually the Council came
around and whitewashed the windows. A symbolic

Nil 12 BEFORE No. 12 AFTER gesture.
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213 North Gower Street is one of three adjacent the roof pours into the room below and holes, probab-
ly deliberately made, in each of the floors, allows this
water to run down the inner face of the wall. In time,
the wall will, if left, bow and eventually collapse.

This house has recently been moved into by squat- pa
ters, who are attempting to renovate it and make it ~
habitable.

houses owned and left empty by Stock Conversion. It
may also provide clear evidence of deliberate vandal-
ism by the owners. The rear dormer windows and
frames of each house have been pushed out and are
still where they fell in the back yards. The rainwater
gulleys have been removed and, in 213 at least, holes
punched in the adjacent wall. Rainwater running off
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above:
an empty house decays.
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left:
The potential of the house becomes apparent
after squatters have begun work
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On Saturday 13 October _1973, an occupied house
owned by Stock Conversion collapsed with only a few
minutes warning. Mr. Maria Castro and two friends
who were living in the house managed to escape with-
out serious injury, although they lost all their possess-
ions. Mr. Castro suffered extreme shock.

The cause of the collapse was never made public
despite a call for a public inquiry made by the TVA.
Camden’s District Surveyor felt that there was no need
for an inquiry. He commented that ‘the building just
got tired of standing.” According to the Hampstead &
Highgate Express (19 October 1973), a spokesman for
D. E. & J. Levy said they would be holding a thorough
investigation into what had happened. The results of
this have not been released.

Various theories were put forward as to why the
building collapsed: It may have been affected by the
heavy traffic in Hampstead Road; or by strong vibrat-
ions which occured when piles were driven into the
ground for the foundations of the Euston Centre
across the road; or perhaps an ill-conceived conversion,
which knocked holes in the party wall to make a
large caravan showroom and thus weakened the struc-
ture. _

Some people believe it was deliberate, as Builders
hired by Stock Conversion were actually working in
the building minutes before the collapse.
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While it would be unfair, perhaps, to accuse Stock
Conversion of deliberately knocking the building down,
collapsing houses is the logical conclusion of their pol-
icy of neglect and decay. “Joe Levy was responsible for
this ” was an extremely apt, though short-lived, slogan
painted across the hoardings.

The unwillingness of the Council to hold an inquiry
into the cause of the collapse shows the reluctance of
the Council to take any action which might antagonise
Stock Conversion.
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A mere two tube stops from the Cinicenta you ll find,
if you look hard enough the cheapest cinema in the
UK the Tolmer at 2s 6d downstairs, and 3s 6d
up, it is probably the cheapest cinema around, and
just to make sure that this fact doesn t breed contempt
there s a little notice pinned up above the ticket booth
No sleeping in the seats the university crowd are
turning up and we get a lot of young couples There
1S a loyal matinee too old age pensioners Some of ,,,,,
them come three times a week We only charge them r

(Daily Telegraph Magazine 30/1 0/] ”70)
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The Tolmer Cinema was a iothcr victim It was bought
by Stock Conversion and closed in March 1972 No
one asked the patrons if they would prefer an office
block

Mr Andrew Keeshan, the manager, said, It s a
terrible shame to see the place close We have more
than 1 000 regular patrons and I don t know where
they will go
(St Pancras Chronicle 1 7/3/ 72)
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The cinema was pulled down in June 1973, despite a
petition from local residents asking that it should be
left standing until they had moved away. Stock Con-
version just moved the bulldozers in one Saturday
morning.

For over a year, the site has remained empty, surroun-
ded by a barbed wire fence. Stock Conversion wanted
to use the site for a car park but this was quashed after

-r-*1-"--"-'-'=

a petition to the Council from the Tolmers Village Ass-
ociation. The Association wanted to use it for a child-
ren’s play area or recreation space but Stock Convers-
ion was not amenable to the idea. There is no profit in
playgrounds.

Who Are The Real Vandals In Our Society‘?
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In practice, this means different things for differ-
ent peoiple. Some people (those that can) give up and
move e sewhere. But the majority are not solucky.
They cannot afford to move and the Council has been
unwilling torehouse people until the land comes into
their ownership. (Why should they anyway? They
di__dn’t cause the problem).

These people just sit and wait and watch things
falling apart around them. Some are angry, but most
are merely disillusioned about everything and every-
body and give up all hope of ever being able to do any-
thing constructive. Sometimes there is talk about what
anice place it used to be, but even this is forgotten and
gives way to the shame of living in such despicable
surroundings.

As Ms. H, a particularly resilient person, says; ‘l
want to get out. It’s not for me, it’s for the kids.
They’re ashamed to live in these houses.’ Her son,
aged fifteen, won’t tell his friends where he lives,
and will never let them come into the house. ‘He
keeps saying, “when are we going to move?” ’
The whole of Tolmers Square now has such a neglect-
ed, crumbling appearance that only those with tech-
nical knowledge, or vision, can imagine that it is poss-
ible or desirable to renovate and restore it. In fact, the
houses are structurally sound and could still be renov-
ated if action is taken soon.
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If these houses were renovated, they would almost
certainly provide a higher standard of housing accom-
odation than can be provided by new Council constr- . _ _
uction at the present time, 5. There must be an end to speculation in land and

The situation described is intolerable in a ‘civilised’
societ and ex oses the inade uac of our resent. . . . Y, P. ‘ll Y P] I ‘The buildings date back to the mid-nineteenth cen- System for managing city development

tury, and although the original standard of construct- ‘
ion is not high, the houses have stood for over a hund-

All these tactics employed by Stock Conversion lead red years and are capable of a useful future life.’
to demoralisation. In Tolmers Square no-one is surpri- ‘The case for retention should not be based on the
sed to see things collapsing any more. Decay and neg- extent of structural work required. Virtually all the
lect have become ‘the way things are’. They are part buildings in the area will have a further 30 years
of life. life if certain localised repairs were carried out.’

(Renton Howard Wood (Consultant Architects)
Report No. 2, March 1 9 74).
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To summarise the situation in Tolmers Square:

1. Stock Conversions interests in the area are
purely financial. They are only responsible to their
shareholders, probably none of whom live in the area.
No-one who lives or works in the area has any control
over Stock Conversion, nor any way of influencing
them, other than by direct action.

Yet Stock Conversion have been able to disrupt
the lives of many people, and virtually destroy a thri-
ving part of a city. They have been able to exploit the
rising land value and rising office rents to such an ex-
tent that the Council has been unable to develop on
their own, so forcing the Council to do a deal with
them in order to obtain any re-development, a redev-
elopment made increasingly necessary by Stock Con-
version"s destructive behaviour.

2. Successive councils have been completely un-
successful in carrying out any development or main-
taining the area. Despite repeated declared intentions
to re-develop , they have been constantly thwarted
by lack of planning legislation, lack of resources, and
lack of government support.

3. As a result, the area has suffered extreme plan-
ning blight.

4. The vast mass of housing and public health leg-
islation has proven totally ineffective in preventing
decay, bad housing conditions, and loss of amenities.
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property. The government must either nationalise land,‘
or tax all speculative profits at 100%. What has happen-
ed in Tolmers Square is largely the result of rising land
values.

The land has risen from £50,000 per acre in 1965,
to approximately £800,000 per acre in 1973; an inc-
rease of l,600%. Even if the land is compulsory pur-
chased now, Stock Conversion would still make a profit
because the Council (in other words, the ratepayers and
taxpayers) would have to pay compensation at the pre-
sent market value of the land; approximately £3 million
This profit would be obtained by doing-absolutely no-
thing except buying up land and running down a com-
munity.

This rise in land value has nothing to do with the
area itself, but merely the potential use of the land
which is determined by planning permission given by
local authorities. In other words, it is at value created
by the community at large. All profits created by the
exploitation of this increasing value should therefore
acritrue to the community, and not to private individ-
ua s. -

As far as Tolmers Square is concerned, the whole
area must be brought into public ownership immedi-
ately, and legislation should be introduced so that the
community does not have to pay the inflated costs.

6. Planning and management must be decentralised
so as to give people more control over the places they
live and work in. Whether the controlling agency is a
Council or property company, it is becoming increas-
ingly clear that they are unable to plan or manage
their property effectively. Resources and power should
be channeled to as low a level as possible; i.e. to com-
munity associations, tenants’ groups, self help projects
etc. Only in this way will the barbarity presented in
this report be avoided.


